The Furstenberg-Zimmer structure theorem for Z d actions says that every measurepreserving system can be decomposed into a tower of primitive extensions. Furstenberg and Katznelson used this analysis to prove the multidimensional Szemerédi's theorem, and Bergelson and Liebman further generalized to a polynomial Szemerédi's theorem. Beleznay and Foreman showed that, in general, this tower can have any countable height. Here we show that these proofs do not require the full height of this tower; we define a weaker combinatorial property which is sufficient for these proofs, and show that it always holds at fairly low levels in the transfinite construction (specifically, ω ω ω ω ).
Introduction
If X is a measure preserving system acted on by a group Γ, the Furstenberg-Zimmer structure theorem shows that X may be decomposed into a tower of primitive extensions: that is, a tower (Y α ) α≤θ such that Y 0 is the trivial factor, limit levels are the limit of the preceeding factors, and each Y α+1 is compact relative to some subgroup ∆ ⊆ Γ and weak mixing relative to all S ∈ Γ \ ∆ (see [5] ).
When X is separable, a simple countable argument shows that this tower must have countable height, and Beleznay and Foreman [2] have shown that even when Γ is Z, the tower may reach any countable height.
The structure theorem is commonly used to prove finitary combinatorial results, and we might hope that, for these finitary applications, only a limited portion of the tower is necessary. In [1] , Avigad and the author showed that the proof of Szemerédi's Theorem from the structure theorem for Z actions requires only the first ω ω ω levels of the tower.
In this paper, we apply similar methods to Bergelson and Liebman's multidimensional polynomial Szemerédi Theorem [3] ; as such, we follow the proof from [3] closely, applying theorems from there directly without repeating the proof when possible. These methods generalize Furstenberg and Katznelson's multidimensional Szemerédi Theorem [6] , and therefore apply to that argument as well. In the one-dimensional polynomial case, the corresponding bound is ω Theorem 2.2. Let (X, B, µ, Z d ) be a dynamical system, let T 1 , . . . , T t actions of elements of Z d , and let p 1,1 (n), . . . , p 1,t (n), p 2,1 (n), . . . , p 2,t (n), . . . , p k,1 (n), . . . , p k,t (n) Fix the integer d. Throughout this paper, we will be concerned with measure preserving systems of the form (X, B, µ, Γ) where Γ is a subgroup of Z d . We will also be concerned with minimal sets of generators for Γ; that is, linearly independent sequences T 1 , . . . , T t ∈ Γ generating Γ.
is an extension of (Y, C, ν, Γ), we say it is a compact extension if for every f ∈ L 2 (X) and any ǫ, δ > 0, there exist B ∈ C with ν(B) > 1 − ǫ and a finite set of functions
See [5] for an extensive discussion of the properties of compact extensions. Note that every function in
The Mean Ergodic Theorem for Z d actions [11] implies that the functions H n,T1,...,Tt g converge to a limit H T1,...,Tt g
. In particular, it is standard that an extension generated by functions of the form H T1,...,Tt g f is compact (relative to the group generated by T 1 , . . . , T t ), and that conversely, every compact function is a limit of such functions. 
Definition 2.5. An increasing tower of factors of height γ is a sequence of factors
(Note that in a tower of Γ-compact extensions, we do not require that Y α+1 be a compact extension of Y α ; rather, we require that it contain every compact extension of Y α .) Definition 2.6. Let Z, η be given. We define a tower of factors by main induction on n ≤ d and side induction on α:
In particular, note that for any Z, η, n, {Y
When we take Z to be the trivial factor, note that Y 0,η 1 = X for any η (since everything in X is compact with respect to the group of dimension 0).
The main result is: 
and an n such that, for all m ≥ n,
Note that, in particular, the towers Y d−n,η α (Z), where Γ has dimension d − n, always satisfy the premise. We obtain this inductively using a stronger property, namely that this holds not for one δ, but for many δ simultaneously in the same n.
If θ and η are ordinals, (θ, η] denotes the interval {δ | θ < δ ≤ η}. 
Approximating Weak Mixing
The following metastable form of the Mean Ergodic Theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4.4 of [1]: 1 We could replace this with
(Z))) while making only small changes in the proofs in this paper; however the system 
The following theorem is proven almost identically to the analogous Theorem 5.1 in [1] ; the only difference is that we have to use the Γ-compactness of g with respect to every element of the tower to obtain the needed
and every f, g compact with respect to Γ relative to Y 0 with ||f || ∞ , ||g|| ∞ ≤ B, there are an n and an α-subsequence t of s such that the property for every m ≥ n,
Proof. For any δ, if we set
Since g is compact relative to Y 0 with respect to Γ, it compact relative to Y δ with respect to
with a function compact relative to Y δ , and is therefore itself compact relative to Y δ with respect to Γ. Further, by construction it is compact relative to Y δ with respect to T . It is standard (see [5] ) that H T g * Y δ h δ is therefore compact relative to Y δ with respect to the group generated by Γ ∪ {T }, and therefore
. Given ǫ > 0 and B > 0, choose K given by Lemma 3.1 for ǫ/2B, B. We claim that 2K satisfies the claim. Suppose we are given an α 2K -sequence s and f and g with ||f || ∞ ≤ B, ||g|| ∞ ≤ B. Since α ≥ ω, we may restrict s to the initial (ω · α)
Ksubsequence, and by our choice of K, there is an n and an ω · α-subsequence t with the property that for every m ≥ n and h with ||h||
holds for t-many δ. Let t ′ be the α-sequence obtained by setting t ′ β := t ω·β for each β ≤ α. Then for each β < α and each i, there is a δ i ∈ (t ω·β+i , t ω·β+i+1 ] such that ( * ) holds. In particular, there is some i such that
2 , and so for δ := δ i , we have
For every m ≥ n, by ( * ), the first term is bounded by
Polynomials
The definitions in this section are essentially those of [3] .
Definition 4.1. An integral polynomial is a polynomial with rational coefficients taking integer values on the integers. An integral-zero polynomial is a polynomial taking the value 0 at 0.
Let t be fixed. If p j j∈ [1,t] is a sequence of integral polynomials of degree at most D, the degree of p j is max i∈ [1,t] deg(p i ) and the weight, w( p j ), is the pair (r, d) such that whenever i > r, deg(p i ) = 0, and deg(p r ) = d ≥ 1. We order weights by the lexicographic ordering, (r, d) > (s, e) if r > s or r = s and d > e.
We say two such sequences p j , q j are equivalent if they have the same weight and the leading coefficients of the polynomials p r , q r are the same.
The degree of a finite collection A := { p i,j j∈ [1,t] } i∈ [1,k] of such sequences is the maximum of the degree of any of its elements. The weight matrix, wm(A), is the matrix   
where D is the degree of A and N s,d is the number of equivalence classes with weight (s, d) in the collection.
Example 1. The system with
We introduce an ordering on weight matrices (with t and D fixed):
It is easy to see that this is a well-ordering of order type ω t·D , and when M is a weight matrix, we will write o(M ) for the height of A in this ordering (that is, o(M ) is the order-type of {N | N < M }). If A is a finite set of sequences of integral polynomials, we write o(A) := o(wm(A)).
Definition 4.2. We say two sequences of polynomials
Let A be such a set of sequences. For any h, we define a new setÃ h :
Note thatÃ h has the same weight matrix as A.
Assume A, and thereforeÃ h , contains no polynomials of weight < (1, 1). Let p j ∈Ã h be chosen with minimal weight and define
In particular, this means that the weight matrix of A h preceeds the weight matrix of A. 
We say X is SZP if it is T 1 , . . . , T t , A-SZP for every choice of T 1 , . . . , T t and every set A of pairwise distinct sequences of length t of integral-zero polynomials.
Note that distinct integral-zero polynomials are essentially distinct.
Approximating Weak Mixing Along Polynomials
We recall the following technical results from [ Suppose that for each i ∈ {1, 2}, for every B > 0 there is a θ i < ω pi such that for every α θi -sequence s with α ≥ ω and every f with ||f || L ∞ ≤ B, there are a natural number n i and an α-subsequence t of s such that the property for every m ≥ n i , φ i ( x, δ) holds for t-many δ.
Then for every B > 0 there is a θ < ω p1+p2−1 such that for every α θ -sequence s with α ≥ ω and every f with ||f || L ∞ ≤ B, there are a natural number n and an α-subsequence t of s such that the property for every m ≥ n, φ 1 ( x, δ) and φ 2 ( x, δ) holds for t-many δ. Recall that if X is a measure-preserving system and Y is a factor, X × Y X is again a measure-preserving system with factor Y. L ∞ (Y) can be identified as a subset of L ∞ (X × Y X ), and if f and g are elements of
can be viewed as tensor products of elements of L ∞ (X ). We define the simple elements of L ∞ (X × Y X ) to be those that can be represented as finite sums of such basic elements. The advantage to focusing on simple elements is that if f is such an element then f can be viewed as an element of Using this, we can generalize Theorem 3.2 to the relative square X × Y δ X ; we could go further, extending to the relative square of the relative square, and so on, but we will not need to do so here. 
there are an n and an α-subsequence t of s such that the property for every m ≥ n,
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 and the subadditivity of the left hand side, it suffices to consider the cases where f = f 1 ⊗f 2 , g = g 1 ⊗g 2 , and either
for both i = 1 and i = 2, the claim is trivial, so we may further assume that for some i ∈ {1, 2}, E(f i | Y δ ) = 0. By Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 5.2, for any ǫ ′ > 0, we can find K large enough so that every α K -sequence s has an n and an α-subsequence t such that for all m ≥ n, both
holds for t-many δ. But then, for such δ and m ≥ n,
is close to
We need to generalize Theorem 3.2 to arbitrary polynomials of degree 1.
Lemma 5.6. For every ǫ > 0 and B > 0, there is a natural number
) with ||f || ∞ , ||g|| ∞ ≤ B, there are an n and an α-subsequence t of s such that the property for every m ≥ n,
Proof. Since p has degree 1, T p (i) has the form T By the same argument, we obtain the analogous version of Theorem 5.5. The following is our main theorem; we show that for any system A of polynomials, there is a height such that all towers of that height contain many levels which are "almost weak mixing" along the system A. 
holds for t-many δ.
Proof. Identical to the proof of the previous theorem, using Lemma 5.5 in place of Theorem 3.2.
for t-many δ, and therefore
Almost Primitive Extensions
The following is essentially shown in [6] : Lemma 6.1. If for every α, Y α is an SZP-system then so is the system generated by α<γ Y α .
Bergelson and Liebman [3] prove the following:
have the form T p for some sequence of pairwise distinct integral-zero polynomials p j and some T in Γ, and let S 1 , . . . , S s have the form T p for some polynomial p and some T in ∆. Let B be measurable with respect to Y with µ(B) > 0, and let ǫ > 0. Then there exist P ⊆ N, d(P ) > 0, a family of sets {B n | n ∈ P }, each B n measurable with respect to Y, and a b > 0 so that, for any n ∈ P , 1 ≤ j ≤ s, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have
2 )(y) < ǫ.
For our purposes, we need slightly more than this: we need a little bit of continuity allowing us to pass to an approximation to Y while retaining some control over the value of b. Fortunately, the following strengthening follows immediately from their proof:
Let R 1 , . . . , R r each have the form T p for some polynomial p and some T in Γ, and let S 1 , . . . , S s have the form T p for some sequence of pairwise distinct integral-zero polynomials p j and some T in ∆. Let B be measurable with respect to Y with µ(B) > 0, and let ǫ > 0. There is a b, an ǫ ′ > 0, and an M such that for each m ≥ M and each B ′ measurable with respect to Y m such that µ(B △ B ′ ) < ǫ ′ , there exists P ⊆ N, d(P ) > 0 and a family of sets {B n | n ∈ P }, each B n measurable with respect to Y, so that, for any n ∈ P , 1 ≤ j ≤ s, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have
To simplify notation, we write ω 4 for the ordinal ω
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, it suffices to show that Fix some system of polynomials A and some T 1 , . . . , T t ∈ Z d . We may assume that for some q, T 1 , . . . , T q ∈ Γ and T q+1 , . . . , T t ∈ Γ.
Let C be a measurable set in Z Γ (Y 0 ) with µ(C) > a. For each p ∈ A, we may write
. We may list the pairwise distinct components {R 1 , . . . , R r }, {S 1 , . . . , S s } appearing. It suffices to find a set P of positive lower density and a c > 0 so that for each n ∈ P , µ( R i (n)S j (n)C) > c.
By Lemma 5.10, for each m, we may find a δ m and a P ′ m ⊆ N such that the complement of P ′ m has density 0 and the set of y such that
has size less than 1/m. We may assume that the sequence δ m is increasing, and set δ := lim m→∞ δ m . Let ǫ = a s /16rs and let B := {y | E(C | Y δ ))(y) > a}; in particular, µ(B) > 0 and B is measurable with respect to Y δ . Apply the preceeding lemma to χ C , B, and Y δ ; we obtain b and an ǫ ′ , and may choose m so that B ′ := {y | E(C | Y δm ))(y) > a} satisfies µ(B △ B ′ ) < ǫ ′ and 1/m < b/2 is sufficiently small relative to b. We obtain P, {B n } such that, in particular, E(R i (n)S j (n)C △ S j (n)C | Y δm )(y) < 4ǫ
2 and E((S j (n)) −1 C | Y δm ))(y) > a for each y ∈ B n . Now consider some n ∈ P ′ m ∩ P ; for all y ∈ B n , S j E(C | Y δm )(y) > a s , and for all y ∈ B n except for a set of size at most b/2, E( S j (n)C | Y δm )(y) − S j E(C | Y δm )(y) < a s /2.
Therefore, for such y, E( S j (n)C | Y δm )(y) > a s /2. Finally, for every y ∈ B n , E(R i (n)S j (n)C △S j (n)C | Y δm )(y) < 4ǫ 2 , and therefore E( R i (n)S j (n)C)(y) > a s /4. Since this holds for a set of y of size ≥ b/2, it follows that µ( R i (n)S j (n)C) ≥ a s b/8. Proof. For all Z simultaneously, by main induction on n and side induction on α. For all n, the limit case follows from Lemma 6.1. When n = 0, the claim follows at successor stages since Y In particular, the trivial factor is SZP, so if Z is the trivial factor, the previous theorem implies that the entire space X = Y 0,ω4 1 (Z) is SZP as well. Therefore all dynamical systems are SZP.
